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Germany and the USA are world leaders in Industry 4.0 (USA: AMP 2.0).
That was the outcome of a representative survey conducted by Bitkom
Research for the Bitkom 2016 digital association. Germany plays a
leading role in many traditional sectors of industry such as mechanical
and plant engineering and the automotive industry and is especially
strong in optimizing production technology and processes. On the other
hand, leading IT companies like Google in the USA are driving the trend
towards digitization at a tremendous pace, pointing the way forward for
developing new business models. As digitization becomes pervasive and
the Internet is used as a communication platform, products are changing
– as are the boundaries that define their infrastructure. New possibilities
are also opening up along the entire value-added chain. But how do we
respond to these specific requirements? For a report read our article
“RAMI 4.0 and IIRA reference architecture models”, written by National
Instruments.
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We also report on other equally fascinating topics in this issue, including
integrated systems, inline inspection in Quality Assurance and optical
sensors. We’ll show you components that are extensively prepared for
Industry 4.0, thus providing a future-proof solution for a wide range of
applications already today.
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I would particularly like to recommend our country special on North
America and our report on one of the most extensive international
Industrial Technology Shows, to be held in McCormick Place, Chicago,
September 12 - 17. Focusing on the markets of tomorrow, countless
innovations in industrial manufacturing and process technology, robotics,
and Motion, Drive & Automation will be presented. Hannover Fairs USA,
Inc., the US subsidiary of Deutsche Messe AG, is staging the shows in
cooperation with the AMT – the Association for Manufacturing Technology.
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News and Markets
Igus increases sales by 18 percent
Igus, one of the leading international manufacturer of energy chain systems and
polymer plain bearings, achieved sales of 552 million Euros (2015) with its motion
plastics, an 18 % rise compared to the preceding year. Out of the total sales, 55 %
was achieved in Europe,
27 % in Asia and 18 % in
America and Africa. The
reason is that high-
performance plastics
for motion continue to
be in great demand all
over the world.
Guarantees of growth
continue to be e-chains,
cables and bearing
technology but
relatively new ball bearing and low-cost automation products are also acquiring
increasingly greater significance. “The era of plastics for motion has begun”, says
Frank Blase, CEO of igus GmbH. “motion plastics are lubrication-free and
corrosion-free, while requiring very little maintenance, and are proving their
worth in more and more applications due to their low weight, durability and
energy efficiency, especially compared to conventional metal solutions.” The great
majority of orders are for individually configured modules such as an assembled
energy chain with 500 individual components and more.
www.igus.com

HIGH
PRECISION
LASER SCANNER
for profile and gap measurement
 Compact design with integral controller

Rittal will be investing 250 million euros
Rittal will be completely restructuring its production operations in Germany by
2018 and is investing 250 million euros in the region. The world’s most state-of-theart production plant for compact enclosures will be built in Haiger, and production
of stainless steel and blackplate will start on new machines by 2018. The first
compact enclosures were produced in Rittershausen 55 years ago and were
considered the ultimate in innovation. This success story is now set to continue in
Haiger – with Industry 4.0 structures laying the foundation for highly efficient
production, logistics and communication processes. “The industry is changing, so
we need to as well – and we must always keep our eyes firmly on the opportunities
this offers. Rittal has already successfully negotiated a great many changes and I’m
proud of my employees and the works councils, who help tackle the challenges and
actively support the company’s strategy,” stresses Dr. Loh. “This is the biggest
investment in the company’s history,” reveals Dr. Loh.

 For high speed, high precision measurements
 Comprehensive software included
 Easy set up using predefined measurement
programs
 Choice of interfaces for direct connection to PLC
Blue laser scanner for red-hot
glowing and organic objects

www.rittal.com
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News and Markets
Murrelektronik begins cordset production in the U.S.
The global developer and producer of high-quality products for
electrical and electronic machine and plant installations, has
opened a production facility where it manufactures a wide range
of cordsets for the first time the USA, in Atlanta, Georgia. Markus
Keller (President of Murrelektronik, Inc. in the USA) said, “The
opening of this facility enhances our footprint in the U.S. and will
streamline the production and distribution of our cordsets
throughout North America.” The facility can produce over 7,000

Endress+Hauser invests in Raman
technology in the US
Endress+Hauser is expanding its manufacturing facility for Raman
analyzers. Wholly-owned subsidiary Kaiser Optical Systems is
investing 8.6 million US dollars to develop the Ann Arbor, Michigan
(US) location, which will more than double in size. The instruments, which will be deployed in both process control and
laboratory environments, are designed for analyzing the composition and properties of solid, liquid and gaseous substances. Kaiser
Optical Systems Inc. employs some 100 people around the world
and has been part of the Endress+Hauser Group since 2013. The
company is a leader in the field of Raman spectrographic instrumentation and applied holographic technology and plans to create
up to 50 jobs in Ann Arbor over the next few years. Image legend:
Tim Harrison (right), Managing Director of Kaiser Optical Systems,
and George Balogh, long-time head of Endress+Hauser’s advanced
analyzer business, break ground for the new facility.

different versions of M8 and M12 cordsets with many different
features: three color choices, all connector configurations and
five cable types: PVC, PUR/PVC, PUR, Robotic and TPE.
Murrelektronik GmbH is a worldwide leader in the manufacturing of state-of-the-art decentralized automation technology for
machines and plants focusing on power, cordset and IO systems.
www.murrelektronik.com

Weidmüller improves turnover - global
markets secure success
In the 2015 financial year, the Detmold-based Weidmüller
Group recorded a turnover of 696 million euros, representing 3.5 % growth over the previous year (2014: 673 million
euros). It is the sixth year of growth in succession for the
company, but still below its own expectations. “Our success
in business is primarily down to global growth markets. We
aim to continue on this route by means of consistent
investment into innovation and are therefore optimistic
about the future for our products, solutions and applications”, reported Chief Executive Officer Dr. Peter Köhler
(foto). From the global perspective, there is real diversity in
the markets: while there is only moderate growth in business
in Central Europe, both Southern Europe (+6 %) and
Northern and Eastern Europe reported positive
developments.

www.endress.com
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www.weidmueller.com

“We are securing the future viability of
the company by taking the logical step
towards being a solution provider.”
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Pruftechnik reinforces footprint in the
U.S. market

Beckhoff looks optimistically into the future

Through the merger of its North American operations in
Canada and USA, Pruftechnik further establishes its
presence on the North American territory. With the new
organization, the makers of
Optalign and Rotalign
kick-start the direct
distribution of their
products in the USA. The
company is one of the
market leader in laser
alignment systems and a
world leading solution
provider for the maintenance of rotating equipment. The portfolio of
products and services
ranges from the monitoring of machine health and
fault diagnosis through to corrective solutions such as
alignment and field balancing. Pruftechnik operates 20 sales
and service locations around the world.

Beckhoff Automation posted global annual revenue of 620 million Euros in 2015, an increase of 22 %. Owner and Managing
Director Hans Beckhoff was very satisfied with the company’s
development: “We won market share and grew much faster
compared to the market as a whole. Our PC Control technology
is increasingly the acknowledged market standard, and we are
winning new customers worldwide with this extremely
powerful technology.” Beckhoff is well-represented in more
than 75 countries with 34 subsidiary companies and distributors. Exports in 2015 accounted for 65 percent of total sales.
“Asia is contributing strongly to our growth,” said Hans
Beckhoff. “However, subsidiaries in southern Europe and North
America are also performing quite well.” Hans Beckhoff
maintains an optimistic outlook on 2016
and anticipates continued double-digit
sales growth. Beckhoff Automation is
a provider of advanced and open
automation solutions based upon
proven technologies for customers to
implement high performance
control systems faster and at a
lower overall cost than traditional PLC and motion control
systems.

www.pruftechnik.com

www.beckhoff.com
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Global economic trends,
US Industrial outlook and T-TIP
Sushen Doshi

In North America, the US economic outlook has extremely positive prospects with
unemployment rate continuously falling, inflation in control, low interest rates and increased
consumer spending. Despite all this the manufacturing growth remains erratic in 2016.

NEWS AND MARKETS

I

n comparison to the recent past, the global economy is all set for a
growth cycle. But the texture of this growth will be somewhat different, with gains and spoils going to different players this time
around. According to the World Economic Outlook released by International Monetary Fund at the beginning of 2016, the global
economy is expected to expand by 3.4 % in 2016. Both advanced
and emerging economies seem to contribute to this improvement.
IMF feels that Europe is on path for a moderate GDP growth. Asia
is the wild card for the global economic outlook. The situation in
China in particular is opaque with China dropping its growth rate
down to less than 7.0 %. Japan with its shrinking population and
work force is unable to draw big growth numbers, though it has
managed to keep unemployment rates low. India’s growth remains
strong. Despite oil prices back at $50 mark and rising inflation,
India is projected to grow at 7.5 % in 2016. The commodity-dependent economies of Latin America, Africa along with Middle East, are
having high volatility with increasing downward risks.
In North America, the United States economic outlook has
extremely positive prospects with unemployment rate continuously
falling, inflation in control, low interest rates and no trade wars in
sight with major trade partners. There are no major storms in the
forecast for the U.S. economy. Due to its concentration in oil and
other commodities, Canada’s growth will be slower than the U.S.
Mexican economic growth is stable, with low inflation and low
unemployment. Overall the North American continent’s prospects
are good for the coming years.

U.S. industrial outlook
United States contributes a lion’s share in the GDP of North America.
To understand the direction where North America is headed, it is
important to know where the US is going. After first four months of
erratic growth in 2016, the industrial manufacturing production
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 4/2016
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output showed signs of good recovery with 3.8 % growth in April. In
these months, the industrial manufacturing sector in the US is
concerned with 3 main issues: Oil prices, strong dollar and high
inventories. Oil prices have bounced back up from $ 35 in early February to $ 49 at the end of May, but this is not enough to stop the fall
in drilling activity. The decline in investment in this sector directly
affects the manufacturing. Another factor directly affecting the
manufacturing sector is the strong dollar over a long period. Since
June 2014 until January of 2016, the dollar has strengthened more
than 20 %. From its peak in January 2016, it has now depreciated 4 %
through May. The recent depreciation is a good sign but it takes a
long time for dollar to re-adjust, thus dragging the foreign trade or
export related manufacturing growth for several years.
Apart from Oil prices and strong dollar, the manufacturing sector
is further burdened by high inventories; the ratio of inventory-tosales is exceptionally high at manufacturers and even wholesalers.
In order to reduce the inventories, manufacturing firms have
reduced production volumes relative to sales. These factors contribute to a slow growth in 2016, but as these concerns ease out the
manufacturing growth will be back on track in 2017 and 2018 with
more than 2.5 % growth rates.

Focus on industry sector
Automobiles sector is expected to grow roughly 4 % in 2016. This sector benefits from the low gas prices, strong job growth, and
replacement cycle that encourage the purchase of vehicles; this favours the automobiles and its associated industry. The iron and steel
industry is predicted to decline by 2-3 % in the next 2 years. In the US,
the capacity utilization in the steel industry has improved as compared to last year and there is also a significant progress in bringing
down the steel inventories. Industrial machinery sector along with
engine, turbine and power transmission equipment is projected to

decline in 2016 and then rise in 2017. World Semiconductor Trade
Statistics predicts flat markets in 2016 and 3 % growth in 2017. Optoelectronics and sensors will remain the growth products in the
semiconductor industry. Industrial process instruments measure,
control, or display process activities such as temperature, pressure,
vacuum, and viscosity etc. This sector is expected to grow constantly
around 3 % in 2016, 2017, and 2018. Electrical equipment sector consists of transformers, motors and generators and industrial controls.
The production l evels are projected to decline 2 % in 2016 [1].

North America and EU: strategic and trade partners
The global economy hinges on the performance of the EU and the
U.S, accounting for almost half of the world’s economic output and
40 % of global trade. The importance of economic cooperation
between them is much more significant and urgent. On both sides
of the Atlantic, it is important to strengthen the economies by
ensuring long-term stability. This is where the ‘Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership’ agreement comes into picture. T-TIP
aims to provide the economic and strategic framework for long
term growth and sustainability. For thousands of companies in
Germany and other parts of Europe, unnecessary barriers to trade
and investment – tariffs, red tape, delays, and uncertainty over
product requirements – stand between entrepreneurs and potential
customers. Today, companies have to assume additional costs of
between 5 and 20 % because their products have to be specially
equipped for the US market. Removing these barriers makes sense.

T-TIP and the German mechanical engineering sector
Mechanical engineering firms in Germany believe that a thoroughly
negotiated free trade agreement with the USA would offer a great
opportunity for more exports to the United States. There are lot of
opinions and analysis claiming that the ‘German Mittelstand’, considered as the backbone of the German economy, in particular
would be subjected only to disadvantages and be crushed by large
corporations as a result of the T-TIP. This paints a totally distorted picture as T-TIP has provisions for establishing a firm investor protection
policy which offers legal security, particularly to SME’s. This talk of
small and medium scale industry under threat completely fails to
recognise the potential that would arise from a free trade agreement
with the USA, particularly for these medium-sized companies.

The main benefits of T-TIP are:
n lower engineering costs, lower development and manufacturing
costs, increased manufacturer/supplier confidence, reduced time
from factory to market.
n lEliminating customs duties would bring cost savings of hundreds
of millions in the German mechanical engineering industry
alone.
n lIn addition, standardisation of licensing requirements and norms
would mean that high amount material costs and time would be
saved too.
Mechanical Engineering products account for 13 % of EU exports to
the USA. In fact, last year mechanical engineering accounted for a
higher share of EU exports to the USA than the automobile industry.
VDMA, the German Mechanical Engineering Association, the largest engineering association in Europe, has firmly supported the
T-TIP. According to VDMA estimates, mechanical engineering firms
currently incur additional costs of 5 to 20 % to adapt their products
to the regulations of the US market. This is because of technical conversion and the need for local recertification, particularly for electrical components, even when approval has already been granted
for the European market.
At a meeting in Munich on 1st March, VDMA discussed various
aspects that concern the capital goods industry with the US Trade
Representative and chief negotiator for mechanical engineering
and the automotive industry, Bryant Trick.
In the last weeks of February, Brussels hosted the 12th round of
T-TIP negotiations. The agenda of these negotiations included topics
of investor protection, regulatory cooperation and opening up the
US procurement markets, followed by discussions on rules of origin
and public procurement. Discussions on these topics are intended
to facilitate existing and future cooperation on regulatory issues.
Regardless of the current political irritation between Europe and
America, economically and strategically the choice is clear. By
lowering barriers to trade and investment, T-TIP will reinforce the
position of American and EU industries. But the risks and challenges
are deeply concerning as well. By the end of 2016, the negotiations
will end and a final decision will be made regarding T-TIP. z
Photographs: teaser fotolia
Literature note:
[1]The numeric data is acquired from various U.S government
websites and sources
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international
trade shows,

ONECITY

and countless opportunities

Sushen Doshi

Having MDA North America and Industrial
Automation North America along with four other
industrial trade shows at one place, like in Chicago,
provides countless opportunities to explore and
access the evolving trends in the engineering sector.
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T

he dynamics of international relations between United States
and Germany are evolving and so are the trade relations. In the
recent years, the trade between America and Germany has been improving continuously with trade volumes reaching more than
170 billion Euros in 2015. The rise of new technologies, moderate
commodity prices and a strong dollar has contributed largely to the
growing demand of German manufactured machinery and equipment. With a steadily improving economy and rising manufacturing
sector many German manufacturers are now renewing their interests in the American markets. Complementing this positive trade
environment is Deutsche Messe’s next big industrial trade event in
Chicago; the Motion, Drive & Automation (MDA) North America,
Industrial Automation (IA) North America. These international
events features more than 2,000 exhibiting companies and 100,000
trade visitors from over a 100 countries. The event is held every two
years in September at McCormick Place, Chicago, USA. This year it
will be held from the 12th until the 17th of September.

Multiplying your opportunities
In 2012, Industrial Automation North America became the first colocated show with IMTS. Since its extremely successful launch, Industrial Automation North America is now well on its way to becoming North America’s leading trade show for process automation, factory and building automation. In 2014, Deutsche Messe also launched their flagship trade fair MDA North America. Visitor
and exhibitor response for the events in 2012 and 2014 has been so
overwhelming that in 2016, Deutsche Messe is introducing more industry specific shows, apart from its flagship trade shows,
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 4/2016

n Motion Drive & Automation North America
n Industrial Automation North America
n Surface Technology North America
n ComVac North America
n Industrial Supply North America

Collectively these 5 industrial trade shows attract professionals
from manufacturing and engineering industries all over the world.
During your visit to Chicago, you can see a complete range of industrial products, machineries and equipment. Visitors can also gain
valuable ideas and insights by interacting with various industry experts. Visitors including top decision makers and corporate managers, sales and marketing personnel, purchasing/manufacturing /
production managers, designers and engineers from SMEs and
large corporations attend this event to explore emerging technologies, evolving trends, and discover new machinery and equipment
that can improve the overall efficiency of their manufacturing processes. These types of co-located events provide a much greater access to create new business networks and a broader platform to professionals working in various industry sectors. It opens the door to
more targeted and significant networking opportunities for exhibitors as well as for visitors.

MDA North America 2016
Motion, Drive & Automation North America 2016 offers the latest
technologies and solutions in power transmission, motion control
and fluid technology. Since its debut in 2014, this event brings together a diverse group of companies representing the motion, drive
and automation sector. With the changing market scenarios and
customers now becoming increasingly demanding in regards to the
performance and ease of operation of machines and equipment,
manufacturers are now aware of how critical it is to invest in discovering new solutions. In this context, MDA North America offers a
unique display of technologies to meet even the most precise manufacturing needs. The product category at MDA North America includes: Drives and mechanical transmission systems likes linear
Author: Sushen Doshi, correspondent India for AUTOMATION Technologies

motion systems, Gears, Electric motors and frequency inverters,
chain transmissions, belt transmissions, couplings and brakes,
fasteners, springs and bearings. It also includes a wide range of fluid technology products and systems, especially for oil and water hydraulics, pneumatics, seals, lubricants and lubrication systems. On
display at MDA North America are also the exhibitor companies
representing the engineering software sector, providing software
solutions in various manufacturing areas including support and
maintenance services.

Industrial Automation North America 2016
For quite some time now, Germany along with other leading industrialized nations in the world is talking about technologies like ‘Industry 4.0’, ‘factory of the future’ or ‘intelligent factory’. As these
technologies becoming more accessible and affordable it shall
bring about drastic changes in the way a factory operates. The global statistics for investments in the automation sector made by small
and large companies in the last 5 years, suggests a fundamental restructuring of the manufacturing landscape. Along with automation, digital integration is becoming a key aspect of modern manufacturing and this trend is set to continue at a rapid pace. Aiming to
strike a chord on these lines among exhibitors and attendees from
industries, businesses and governments, IA North America gives
high emphasis on the digitalization of manufacturing systems and
processes. In Chicago, visitors from the manufacturing industries
can understand the concepts of ‘smart factory’ and how to gradually transform their existing production facility into the ‘intelligent
factories of tomorrow’, in which data is seamlessly exchanged between machines and products to ensure peak efficiency.
IA North America showcases the products and solutions for production automation, process and energy automation, industrial
software, IT and precision manufacturing. The product category at
IA North America consists of robotics and systems integration, automated assembly and handling systems, new technologies in electric power transmission and motion control systems, production logistics and material handling systems. This show also has on display
products for process control and automation, measurement and
monitoring systems and intelligent energy solutions for integrating
the entire energy chain. Thinking of smart and intelligent automation technologies, one obviously has to rope in the latest industrial
software and IT solutions. IA North America presents software and
IT solutions for every stage of industrial process chain – from Wire-

less M2M, smart factory KL, cyber physical systems and control systems, IPCs, sensor technology and image processing software, connection and interface technology. At this year’s Industrial Automation North America various exhibitors specializing in the Industry
4.0 arena, showcase solutions that integrate data from the factory
floor with enterprise resource planning systems to maximize production efficiency. The spotlight will also be on collaborative robots
demonstrating that they can work safely with humans and perform
a wide range of tasks. This industrial trade fair in Chicago will bring
together the full spectrum of manufacturing technology solutions
and provide an ideal platform for buyers and exhibitors to engage
with each other and create new opportunities.
As companies in North America and Europe try to cope with the
new market realities, especially with the increasing demand for efficiency, productivity, sustainability and much higher demand for
customization and flexibility, the manufacturing community in
North America knows that now is the time for exploring solutions
and McCormick Place, Chicago is the place to be.
Photographs: Teaser fotolia, Larry Turner Hanover Fairs , 01-02, isolated image
Nicole Steinicke

www.industrialtechnology.events

Featuring the cutting-edge in factory, process, and building automation,
this event has established itself as the place to see the automation
industry’s most innovative solutions and technologies
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“Trade fairs, you shouldn’t miss”
Larry Turner about the show 2016
The last edition of IMTS was accompanied by ‘MDA North
America’ and ‘IA North America’, which collectively brought in
more than 2000 exhibitors and 100,000 visitors. What do you
think brings the visitors and exhibitors to Chicago and this event
in particular?
IMTS 2016 and Deutsche Messe’s co-located industrial technology trade shows bring the world’s manufacturing executives and
industry suppliers together in Chicago to experience and to showcase the most comprehensive solutions impacting today’s manufacturing industry. Visitors come to the event to demonstrate new
technologies and solutions that best fit their needs. Exhibitors
come to the event to secure new business connections and better
gauge their competition.
Visitors and exhibitors attend ITMS 2016 for the educational
conference sessions as well. They come to hear industry experts
discuss the most useful and up-to-date technical information
available in today’s manufacturing industry. For instance, this
year’s Global Automation & Manufacturing Summit on September
14 will spotlight the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). The inaugural Integrated Industries Conference (IIC) on September 13 will
showcase a variety of advanced manufacturing topics. Plus the
IIC’s Fluid Power program on September 14 offers attendees an
in-depth look at how to optimize their fluid power components
and maximize energy conservation.

critical data flows into enterprise systems securely, protecting
automation and process control networks.
During the Motion, Drive & Automation North America trade
show, exhibitors from around the globe will highlight the latest
advances in process improvement, shifts to single sourcing and a
networking hub of electrical and mechanical power transmission
and control, hydraulics and pneumatics. Also sensors to monitor
performance, improve quality and safety will be highlighted.
New to IMTS 2016, Deutsche Messe and the Association of Manufacturing Technology (AMT) are launching three more HANNOVER
MESSE portfolio shows: Surface Technology North America,
Industrial Solutions North America, and ComVac North America.
Global exhibitors will demonstrate technology innovations and
industry trends across all three new trade shows. For instance,
Surface Technology North America will highlight the entire
spectrum of industrial surface treatment and finishing—pre-treatment to coatings, paint finishes and electroplating. Industrial
Supply North America will highlight outsourced solutions for
OEM and MRO applications, parts, components and systems and
new developments in lightweight construction. ComVac North
America will highlight the latest product developments in
compressed air and vacuum technology and system components.
What do you think are the most important trends in the
manufacturing sector and the industrial automation sector, what
is the outlook for 2017?

NEWS AND MARKETS

What are the highlights of the show this year in Chicago?
Industrial Automation North America 2016 will highlight Industry
4.0/Industrial Internet of Things solutions that offer visibility into
manufacturing asset performance and energy usage, among other
things. Collaborative robots also will be a highlight at this year’s
trade show, demonstrating robots that are safe for humans to
operate and that can perform more tasks than prior models, such
as assembly, grinding and deburring.
Digital factory solutions that
can integrate plant floor
data with overall enterprise planning and
smart, networked
systems capable of
learning and exchanging
information across the
factory floor will be
highlighted. As will,
secure systems that
balance smartness and
security to ensure that

Larry Turner, president/CEO of Hannover Fairs USA
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The most important trend in the manufacturing sector today is
Industry 4.0 / Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). Today’s manufacturers are looking into incorporating IIoT into their facillities to
better harness factory floor knowledge, to realize a smart manufacturing facility and to create new positions for their workforce.
IIoT also will help manufacturers make better decisions about
how to best invest capital and how to address underperforming
factory assets. Other important trends are collaborative robotics as
mentioned above, 3D printing, and securing factory floor systems
and internal processes also mentioned above to better protect
manufacturers and their customers from cybersecurity vulnerabilities.
The outlook for the manufacturing sector in North America is
positive. Production and new orders continue to rise and employment growth in the manufacturing sector is on the upswing.
This is an election year for America, with the result going either
way; does this affect the future prospects of our industry sector?
The selection of the United States as partner country to HANNOVER
MESSE 2016 and participation of President Obama, the first time a
sitting U.S. president attended the trade show, brought tremendous focus to North American manufacturing. The future prospect
for the American manufacturing sector and its manufacturing jobs
is certainly a topic of discussion during this year’s election. Because the current administration has invested heavily in the future
of American manufacturing, we have seen a more competitive
industry, as well as more and new manufacturing jobs. It is our
hope that America’s advanced manufacturing industry will
continue its upswing into the future, regardless of this year’s
election results.
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Photoelectric sensors are
ahead of the competition
Holger Unger

SENSORS AND MEASUREMENT

The new series of photoelectric sensors offers many
benefits of a future-oriented product architecture.
All key detection and measuring functions, as well as
IO-Link and other features, are integrated in a compact
housing. The sensors features an M18 thread on the
front, a form of fixture that is predestined for the
North America market.

Advantages for users and manufacturer
Companies supplying equipment to intralogistics and package
sorting facilities also make use of these sensors, as well as
manufacturers of packaging machines and automotive
suppliers. Positive are features such as the high level of
robustness, ease of alignment using the bright emitter light,
extremely high switching accuracy at low hysteresis, stability
in bright conditions and when faced with extraneous light,
the availability of measuring versions of sensors in the same
series housing, and, last but not least, cost-effectiveness and
future security thanks to IO-Link.

A

s the new generation of standard photoelectric sensors, the
R100, R101, and now R103 series provided by Pepperl+Fuchs,
meet current requirements in the automation market in compact
style. Each series of sensor is equipped with IO-Link as standard, as
well as the new DuraBeam laser technology as an option, highlighting the sensors’ capacity to cover the full range of highly specific
mounting situations. Thru-beam sensors, retroreflective sensors
with polarization filter, foreground or background suppression or
for detecting transparent objects, energetic diffuse mode sensors
including those with background suppression, as well as light barriers with a measurement core and distance sensors - all of these
sensor principles are integrated in an identical housing for each
series. The benefit of this setup is that once the mounting situation
has been determined, the user is free to choose the required
functional principle - light barrier or light sensor, either switching
or measuring - depending on the task at hand. This product
philosophy is shown in a multitude of d
 iverse new applications.
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Optimized detection performance, energy efficiency
and increased service life
Just like the R100 and R101, the R103 sees a host of innovative technologies come together in intelligent form. One new feature is the
DuraBeam laser technology, which combines the benefits of LED
emitters - including a long service life and suitability for use in an
extended or increased temperature range - with the advantages of
conventional laser diodes, which include a large operating distance
and a contoured, bright light spot shown on the object. Users
benefit from features such as optimized detection performance, in
other words increased operating distances and functional reserves,
as well as reproducible switching characteristics, improved energy
efficiency, and an increased service life from the sensors.
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All functional principles for
identical mounting situations open up
new scope for design

02

The new generation of standard
photoelectric sensor in a compact design
is ready for Industry 4.0

The R103 even tackles specific challenges with a high level of reliability: As the special profile of the eye-safe DuraBeam laser always
projects a sharply contoured light spot onto an object, the light barriers and distance sensors in this series are also ideal for tackling
highly precise detection tasks, as well as for accurately measuring
the distance to small objects.

Sensing by ranging
Another innovation from Pepperl+Fuchs, Multi Pixel Technology
(MPT), comes into its own in close-range applications in particular.
Based on the idea of “sensing by ranging”, this approach offers a
considerably higher level of detection reliability and process reliability than conventional energetic detection principles. MPT is
based on high-precision, geometric triangulation. The bright LED
or laser light source in the sensor generates a light spot with a high
energy density on the object and thus a reflection that is mapped on
the receiving multipixel array with maximum precision. Intelligent
software algorithms use the position of the center of the reflection
on the array to calculate the exact distance between the sensor and
the object. At the same time, interference from the environment - in
the form of brightness, extraneous light, reflections, or electromagnetic influences - is hidden or metrologically suppressed.

Mounting concept commonly used in North America
The design of the sensor draws on a mounting concept that is
commonly used in North America in particular and the logistics
facilities located in that region. Using the M18 “nose” thread located
on the front, the sensor is secured directly through a perforated
plate or the side panel of a material handling module. To enable the
devices to be integrated into the electrics, all sensors from the R103
series are optionally available with an M8 plug-in connector, M8 or
M12 pigtail, and a cable outlet.
The R103 is as easy to operate and visualize as it is to mount. The
device is based on a combination of operating elements and offers
the same look and feel for all series of the R10x product architecture
and all sensor types. The operator uses a push button to select the
switching type and teach in the switch point. Sensitivity, switching
threshold, and operating mode can all be set using the multiturn
potentiometer.
The display concept is also proven: Two LEDs highlight that the
sensors are ready for operation, indicate the switching type, show

the free light path for detection or distance measurement, and also
signal if the functional reserve has been reached or the light beam
has been interrupted. This usability simplifies the process to parameterize the sensor, saves time and costs during commissioning, and
ensures reliable and safe operation of the sensors.

Sensorik 4.0 for Industry 4.0
The various series of the future-oriented product architecture
expand the range of Sensorik 4.0 products offered by Pepperl+Fuchs.
What’s more, with the R103, all sensor variants are equipped with
IO-Link as standard. This functionality enables the devices to be
parameterized directly and allows data to be queried by automation
systems in a machine or the top fieldbus levels of plants. This setup
ensures the sensors are ready for Industry 4.0 and the digitalized
Smart Factory. If necessary, the devices can also be addressed wirelessly via smartphone or tablet PC—using SmartBridge® technology
from Pepperl+Fuchs. This functionality can be used firstly to
simplify the parameterization of individual sensors or sensors with
the same design and function, and secondly to gather functional
and status data externally in the cloud during operation, in parallel
with wired data transfer to the controller. This data can then be used
to carry out predictive maintenance, for example.
Photographs: teaser fotolia, 01-02 Pepperl+Fuchs

www.pepperl-fuchs.com

About Pepperl+Fuchs
Pepperl+Fuchs is a worldwide company with its
headquarters in Mannheim, Germany. They manufacture
products for Factory and Process Automation and are
specialists in sensor manufacturing. With revenues more
than € 500 million and nearly 5,600 employees world
wide, the company has more than 40 foreign subsidiaries
on six continents, and manufacturing facilities in
Germany, USA, Singapore, Hungary, China, Indonesia and
Vietnam.
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Economical reliability of electronic
pressure switches

Hygienic design:
the pressure switches are
suitable for applications in
sterile process technology

Joachim Zipp

SENSORS AND MEASUREMENT

Automated processes increase the process safety
of sterile production processes. They eliminate the
potential for errors that inevitably exists when all
routine control tasks are carried out manually.
This also applies for the upstream and downstream
cleaning and sterilisation processes. Thus, even simple
pressure monitoring tasks are carried out electronically
– conveniently with a switch.

T

he control of the replenishment of ultra-pure water or sterile air
is a classic example for a straightforward switching task in the
supply units. Electronic pressure switches are used in such applications, not only for measurement technology reasons, but also for
efficiency ones: Plant control, whether through PLC or relays, is
more economical when using such decentralised elements.
From these determining factors of reliability and economy, the
requirement profile for the pressure switches is derived. They must
be robust in order to survive in harsh industrial environments.
Commissioning, maintenance and service operations must be
uncomplicated and fast, so that plant downtime is avoided, or is, at
least, reduced to the shortest possible duration. In such applications, electronic switches with transistor switching output and an
integrated digital display have proven particularly useful. There
generally a limit value, e. g. for over or under-pressure or level, has
to be monitored. For the connection to machine control, a binary,
digital input is sufficient for this purpose. The digital display is a

helpful component during commissioning and maintenance,
enabling the measured value to be checked conveniently and
directly on site in the system.

Single switch model with a wide variance
For pressure switches, the typical applications in sterile process
technology require numerous measuring ranges up to 25 bar with
gauge, vacuum or absolute pressure. Should continuous measurement be required over and above the switching function, the operator will need an instrument with an additional analogue output (up
to 20 mA). On the basis of these requirements, one can generate a
wide variance with a single switch model. With the PSA-31 from
Wika, for example, there are around two million combinations in
total (from the possible process connections, measuring ranges and
output signals) possible as a standard design.

Simple operation and good readability
The three-key system and the alpha-numeric display of the PSA-31
ensure fast, intuitive menu navigation without the need for additional assistance. The simple operation of the pressure switch is
supported by the large and ergonomic arrangement of the keys,
giving the operator a clear, tactile feedback.
The pressure switch operates with a 14-segment display. Its high
resolution considerably increases the readability of the parameters
in the setup and thus minimises the risk of mistakes. The display
can always be positioned to face the operator and the M12 connection aligned according to the desired cable routing of the plant. Also
a display is available, which can be rotated through 180°. The readability of the display is made even easier by the inclined angle, and
it offers a large viewing angle due to the LED technology.
Photographs: teaser fotolia, other Wika

Author: Joachim Zipp, Global Market Segment Manager, Food and Pharma,
Wika Alexander Wiegand SE & Co. KG, Klingenberg/Germany
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www.wika.com

Ultrasonic through-beam sensors –
ideally suited for critical applications
Melanie Harke

Ultrasonic through-beam barrier for contact free
detection of objects specially in the most diverse
applications e.g. with bottles or plastic foils. They
are available in cubical as well as cylindrical housing.
Find out more about the advantages, applications
and the functional principle of this technology.

T

he through-beam barrier consists of two constructively-identical
units that operate as a transmitter and a receiver. Through the
control input, the two units are able to recognize whether they are
supposed to work as a transmitter or a receiver. If pin 2 +UB is
activated, this unit functions as a transmitter.
The functional principle: The transmitter emits acoustic pulses on
a cyclical basis that are captured by the receiver. If an object interrupts the pulses between the transmitter and the receiver, the
switching output of the receiver is set. The small, cuboid ews 15/CD
is compatible with many of the light barriers and easily makes the
transfer to the ultrasonic through-beam barrier, especially with
critical applications. The microsonic through-beam barriers enable
switching frequencies of up to 500 Hz. Industrial application
examples are:
n counting objects or containers on a conveyor belt,
n presence-control of objects with an irregular surface,
n detection of packaging,
n counting of small objects on a conveyor belt, operating at high
speeds,
n checking for film tears and
n presence-control of objects under difficult production conditions.

Counting bottles in the bottling plant
The quick reaction time of the ultrasonic through-beam barrier is
especially useful in the recognition and rapid bottle counting
required in a beverage industry filling plant. The ews range from
microsonic conquers this challenge with a high switching frequency
of up to 500 Hz. The response delay is less than 2 ms. These optimum
conditions mean that the system can easily recognize bottles with a
fast pace and can address very small gaps between two bottles at
high speeds.
It’s often challenging to accurately measure glass or plastic
bottles. Capacitive and optical sensors just don’t have the same
accuracy. Ultrasonic through-beam barriers solve this problem.
Filling plants often spray water to clean the bottles. This, as well as
other difficult conditions do not affect the ultrasonic through-beam
barriers.

Monitoring sheet tears
in the packaging industry
A highly transparent film with a width of only 10 µm is to be monitored for web tears on a packaging machine. The pulsing of the feed
can produce a strong wave effect in the film. Utilizing an ultrasonic
proximity switch is not possible in this situation, as the strong wave
effect in the film reflects the ultrasonic beam. The ews ultrasonic
through-beam barrier addresses this problem: The sound emission
of the transmitter is to be set so the very thin film interrupts the
pulsed sound wave completely. The rapid response of the
ews-25/M18/CD of only 2 ms means that the through-beam barrier
is a ctivated quickly and reliably to a film tear.
Photographs: Microsonic

www.microsonic.de/en.htm

Author: Melanie Harke,
Marketing, microsonic
GmbH, Dortmund,
Germany

About
Microsonic
The company is a
globally recognised
specialist in ultrasonic
sensors for applications
in industrial automation
technology. Examples are
ultrasonic double-sheet
control that work with no
calibration at all, label
sensors and ultrasonic
proximity switches. The
number of employees is
about 80 in total.
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Collaborative robot (Cobot)
takes over labelling tasks
Helmut Schmid

CONTROL AND DRIVE TECHNOLOGY

Many items produced at Australia’s Prysm Industries
headed for some of Australia’s largest retailers.
Characteristics like consistency and accuracy are
paramount. They deployed one of Universal Robots’
UR5 industrial robotic arms to perform labelling tasks
for the company’s houseware production line. Since
installing the robotic arms in 2014, Prysm has seen
increases in productivity, employee satisfaction,
product quality and cost savings.

P

rysm Industries is a family-run contract plastic injection moulding company based in Dandenong, Victoria. For more than forty
years, Prysm has manufactured houseware containers such as
garden pots and ice cream containers, for companies across
Australia. “Many of our products require an adhesive label,” said
Matthew Murphy, Production Manager at Prysm. “Previously,
skilled operators would stand in one spot for hours at a time and
apply labels to products every 6-7 seconds. We decided to automate
this repetitive task in order to reduce costs and to free up our staff
for more varied and engaging activities.”
During their search for an automation solution, Prysm was introduced to Universal Robots’ technology by Sensorplex, a distributor
of Universal Robots in Australia. “We helped Prysm select the UR5
as the best solution for their production needs and the payload they
required,” said Herbert Ho, Director of Operations and Technology

Author: Helmut Schmid, General Manager Western Europe bei Universal
Robots, München
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About Universal Robots
Universal Robots (UR) is a global developer and manu
facturer of flexible and user friendly industrial robots.
Headquartered in Odense, Denmark, the company has a
global network of about 200 sales partners in 50 countries
serving an ever growing list of customers across multiple
sectors including automotive, electronics, manufacturing,
consumer goods, food & beverage and processing. UR offers
three robotic arm models — the UR3, UR5 and UR10 —
each of which is designed to suit particular types of tasks
and payloads. Collaborative robots are also called Cobot.

at Sensorplex. “We have since provided Prysm staff with basic
training and we’re available for any ongoing support they may need.”

Flexibility to handle various tasks
Murphy noted, “The UR5 offered everything we were looking for in a
robot. It has the flexibility to perform the tasks we need without
being overly expensive and it has given us a quick return on our
investment.” Murphy also pointed out that Prysm has achieved significant cost savings as a result of deploying the UR5, saying, “Every day
the UR5 is in operation Prysm saves $ 550 in labelling expenses alone.
And the payback period for the robot was less than twelve months.”
Murphy noted that the UR5’s ability to work in confined spaces
and to be easily repositioned are two of its best features. “Our UR5 is
typically positioned in a small corner at the end of a production line.
It has no problem moving around and folding over on itself in a very
tight space,” Murphy said. “We have other robots on our production
line and they only stay in one spot since it’s too difficult to move
them and not worth our time. Our staff easily reposition the UR5 every
2-3 weeks to accommodate various production requirements.”

Ease of use and simple programming
Like all UR robots, the UR5 can be completely reprogrammed and
deployed for other tasks in a matter of minutes. A graphical user
interface with a teach function enables an operator to simply grab
the robot arm and show it how a movement should be performed.
The user-friendly interface then allows staff to drag and drop the
routines to do their programming.
“When we do not require it for labelling, we use the UR5 to move
and stack products,” Murphy noted. “It’s extremely easy to reprogram. The interface has a simple layout and uses non-technical
language that everyone can understand. Plus, the robot can be
reprogrammed either by moving its arm to show it how a movement
should be performed, or by using arrows on the touchscreen. Even
for our employees with no previous experience with robots it has
been quite easy to pick up.”
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At the end of the production line, the lightweight robotic arm
picks up a container and orientates it in front of a labeller

Safe for employees

About Prysm Industries

In contrast to traditional industrial robots in the market, Universal
Robots’ small and lightweight robotic arms are able to work safely
alongside staff (subject to a risk assessment). The robots’ state-ofthe-art force limit safety feature automatically stops the robot from
operating when its movement is obstructed. The robot will not exert
a force greater than the limit specified in the adjustable safety
settings, which can be set from 100-250 newtons for a UR5. “The
safety of our staff was a major consideration when choosing an
automation solution,” said Murphy. “Knowing that our employees
can work in very close proximity to the UR5 without a safety cage or
concern for their wellbeing gives us great peace of mind.”

Based in Dandenong, Victoria, the team at Prysm pride
themselves on their quality and innovation. They have set
up the structure of their business to suit customers who
need to keep their costs down without compromising the
quality of their product. Prysm is a 100 percent Australian
owned and run family business.

An industrial robot in action
Prysm Industries now uses the UR5 for all its labelling projects.
Positioned at the end of the production line, the UR5 picks up a
container and orientates it in front of a labeller. Then, depending on
the container’s shape, the UR5 either runs the container across or
around the labeller.
With the UR5 now handling Prysm’s labelling needs, employees
are able to focus on running several more machines and can engage
in more interesting tasks across the factory floor.
“Using the UR5 ensures that labels are consistently applied
crease-free and far more accurately than in the past,” Murphy said.
“Plus, it can operate for days on end without stopping and our
employees feel a sense of pride from having learned how to operate
the robot.”

Final thoughts
When asked what appealed to him the most about the UR5, Murphy
pointed to its flexibility in confined spaces, its ability to be moved
and redeployed throughout the factory and its simple programming. He said the biggest single reason for recommending a Universal Robots robotic arm is its flexibility, noting, “It can do almost
anything.” Murphy also noted that the UR5 has proven to be a huge
selling point for Prysm, saying, “It has helped us get quite a bit of
work. People are really impressed by what the UR5 is able to do and
it’s proven to be a point of difference to other moulders out there. It
shows that we’re a little bit ahead of everyone else.” Prysm is planning to deploy a second UR5 soon, this one dedicated to minor
assembly projects.
Photographs: Universal Robots

www.universal-robots.com
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If the robot isn’t needed for labelling
tasks, he shifts and stacks products
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A graphical user interface with a teach
function enables an operator to simply grab
the robot arm and show it how a movement
should be performed

MULTIMEDIA CONTENT
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External Video: Universal Robots deliver
collaborative robots to Prysm industries
http://bit.ly/2aCLqwo
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RAMI 4.0 and IIRA reference architecture
models - perspective and focus

INDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATION

Frank Knafla, Johannes Kalhoff

Comprehensive use of digitization and the Internet
as the communication system is producing changes
to products and their infrastructure and operation
that transcend the boundaries of domains. To capitalize
on them, data transmission via Industrial Ethernet in
combination with the Internet of Things, Services,
People, and Machines makes it necessary to develop
smart applications.

N

etworked systems are already being built as we speak. Sensors
in these systems collect data on the physical world and then
provide this information across all domains, this being made
possible thanks to the system’s network capability. Bilaterally
agreed communication relationships or the use of industry-specific
data transfer standards will act to set the transition from networking
to the Internet of Things, Services, People, and Machines in motion.
According to several studies [4], over 25 billion ‘things’ will be
connected to the Internet by 2020 (Figure 1). This is being done for
two reasons: firstly, to leverage intelligent networking and the availability of the relevant information to establish the optimum value
stream at any given point in time, and secondly, to generate new
business models. This requires logical upgrades to components,
systems, and solutions with the aim of creating interoperable
concepts and radically simplifying the process of engineering and
operating them.
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Balancing act between providing general
descriptions and describing specific requirements
The description and definition of a reference architecture model
serve to break down functions, services, and processes into more
manageable sub-processes. What’s more, they support the process
of implementing the accompanying solutions. The dilemma faced
when creating a model typically lies in the fact that it has to provide
a generally accepted description based on technical rules and
standards while also allowing specific requirements regarding
numerous applications and use cases to be described. As such, a
model serves as a highly generalized description within defined
target parameters. These target parameters are derived from the
capabilities of the domain to be described, the model’s impact with
respect to implementation, and the system boundaries and interfaces that the model has to other models.
Several different consortiums have thus been set up around the
world for the purpose of drafting (ostensibly) different reference
models from different perspectives and with different focal points.
Two key concepts are the Industrie 4.0 reference architecture model
(RAMI 4.0) by Plattform Industrie 4.0 and the Industrial Internet
Reference Architecture (IIRA) model from the Industrial Internet
Consortium. Digitization and the Internet of Thing, Services,
People, and Machines are central components of both models. This
raises the question of what parts of the models are complementary

Author: Dipl.-Ing. Frank Knafla, Master Specialist, Industrie 4.0, Phoenix
Contact Electronics GmbH, Bad Pyrmont, Germany; Dipl.-Ing. Johannes
Kalhoff, Head of Technology Management, Corporate Technology, Phoenix
Contact GmbH & Co. KG, Blomberg, Germany

(properties) or congruent (properties), and what processes and
common features need to be developed to ensure maximum possible benefit for the user. This is not a question of either/or. It is
instead a question of the methodical implementation of the overall
structures, which are based on Internet mechanisms and include
end-to-end digitization, in coordination between the principle
bodies and standardization organizations. That is critically important from the perspective of the international target users and products used as well as for global companies. Hostile attitudes with a
political, regional, or strategic background would slow down or
create technical impediments to implementation or generate
higher costs.

Lifecycle, value stream and hierarchical approach
Industrie 4.0 is a specialization within the Internet of Things and
Services in the ‘Production and Product’ domain, integrating the
engineering of production tools and products along with the service
in use. A three-dimensional model describes the Industrie 4.0
space. Layers are used in the horizontal axis to represent various
perspectives, such as data maps, functional descriptions, communication behavior, hardware (assets), and business processes. This
corresponds with the IT approach of grouping complex projects
into manageable sub-units. Other key criteria are the lifecycle
(type) and service life (instance) of products and production
systems with the value streams it contains. This is represented along
the second axis. Dependencies, e.g., comprehensive data collection
across all value streams, can be clearly represented within the RAMI
4.0 model. The third key aspect, represented in a further axis, is the
allocation of functions and responsibilities within factories/plants.
This represents a functional hierarchy, and not the device classes or
hierarchical levels of the classic automation pyramid.
The RAMI 4.0 reference architecture model expands the hierarchy
levels of IEC 62264 by adding the ‘Product’ or workpiece level at the

About Phoenix Contact
The family owned company is based in Blomberg,
Germany and generated a turnover of 1,91 Mrd Euros in
2015. The company has its own production sites in
10 countries, a global network of 50 sales subsidiaries
and 30 local agencies, employing more than 14,500
people worldwide. It is amongst the top global players
and innovators in the field of electrical engineering and
automation.

bottom, and the ‘Connected World’ going beyond the boundaries of
the individual factory at the top.
The special characteristics of RAMI 4.0 are therefore its combination of lifecycle and value stream with a hierarchically structured
approach for the definition of Industrie 4.0 (I4.0) components. The
concept allows for the logical grouping of functions and the
mapping of interfaces and standards. This provides the conditions
necessary to describe and implement highly flexible solutions
using the reference architecture model. In this context, investment
security is interpreted to mean using existing international standards, where possible, or harmonizing compatible standards or
agreeing on alternative ones. Standards where they do not exist, as
well as the processes to draft them, must be defined by international
bodies as a means of ensuring there are no obstacles standing in
the way of their speedy implementation and safe adoption.
Along with the communication relationship, the semantics and
syntax upon which data exchange is based serve as the basis of
communication between the various parties involved. Not every
domain shares the same language. However, if standardized rules
are used, it is possible to transpose (or translate) any differences

01 According to various forecasts,

roughly 26 billion ‘things’ will be
networked in the Internet by 2020
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02 The viewpoints of the IIRA can be represented in the corresponding layers in the RAMI 4.0 model
that may exist between the languages – as in human language – and
hence restore communication.
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Perspectives of different stakeholder groups
The U.S.-based Industrial Internet Consortium developed the
Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA) model based on
the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011 standard. This international standard
outlines the requirements regarding a system, software, and enterprise level architecture. Where practical and feasible, the ISO/IEC/
IEEE 42010 standard recommends identifying the perspectives of
the various different stakeholders. Stakeholders in this context
include system users, operators, owners, vendors, developers, and
the technicians who maintain and service the systems. The aim is to
describe system properties as seen from their viewpoint. Such properties include the intended use and suitability of the concept in terms
of its implementation, the implementation process itself, potential
risks, and the maintainability of the system over the entire lifecycle.
IIRA is a layer model that takes into consideration four different
viewpoints (business, usage, functional, and implementation). It
focuses on the capabilities from the perspective of the software and
their business processes. Each of the four viewpoints outlined in
IIRA can be compared with the respective layers on the vertical axis
of RAMI 4.0; RAMI 4.0 supplements the model with the axes ‘Life
cycle’ (with types and instances) and ‘Hierarchical Levels.’ Furthermore, the relationship to the world of things is elementary. This is
specified as an Industrie 4.0 component in the reference architecture
model and includes, as indicated above, a description of communication in syntax and semantics in an administration shell (Figure 2).

Data model and engineering language
as a digital “link”
With RAMI 4.0 and the Industrie 4.0 component, Plattform Industrie 4.0 has defined an architecture that makes production, products
and services, and their usage and complexity manageable from an
industrial perspective. The architecture also aims to reduce the
variety of interfaces in practice in the Internet of Things, Services,
People, and Machines as well as to standardize the engineering
language. The administration shell of the Industrie 4.0 component
thus forms the link between the shop and office floor and to
other models and viewpoints. The stakeholders from the different
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 4/2016

c onsortiums now have to work together to identify the models
(IIRA, RAMI 4.0) and promote the implementation in products,
systems, data, and services. The aim is to generate one or more
harmonized reference models that create the investment security
for implementation of properties (with harmonized meaning key
aspects are identical). This is driven by the fact that interoperability
is necessary to deliver Industrie 4.0 solutions that offer identifiable
benefits to users.
Photographs: Teaser Fotolia, Phoenix Contact
[1] Plattform Industrie 4.0 (pub.): Industrie 4.0 Implementation Strategy; V1.0;
last updated: April 2015
[2] VDI – Verein Deutscher Ingenieure e.V., VDI/VDE Society Measurement and
Automatic Control (GMA, ZVEI – German Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’
Association Automation Division (pub.): Reference Architecture Model Industrie
4.0 RAMI 4.0; last updated: July 2015
[3] Industrial Internet Consortium (pub.): Industrial Internet Reference
Architecture V1.7
[4] MIT Technology Review: Business Report – The Internet of Things; July-August
2014; www.technologyreview.com
[5] ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 Systems and software engineering - Architecture
description; Retrieved: 2013-08-0; www.iso-architecture.org

www.phoenixcontact.com

Applications on the online roadmap
Many Industrie 4.0 concepts have already been deployed
in the first applications. For instance, a production control
system designed by Phoenix Contact enables the parallel
production of different versions of a product, simple config
uration of version-specific process flows, and the support
of manual steps by means of easy-to-use wizard functions.
End-to-end recording of the manufacturing history ensures
long-term quality documentation. In toolmaking, mixedmethod, automated process sequences help reduce idle time
because tools can be uniquely identified and localized at any
time anywhere in the world. Digitization of all relevant data
therefore taps the potential for improving efficiency, making
it possible to manufacture batches of one at the same cost
it would take to mass-produce the product.

Overcoming IoT complexity
Ray Almgren

As the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) continues
to impact the way the world connects, embedded
engineers face growing demands. To meet the
evolving requirements of the IIoT, NI’s platform-based
architecture brings together intelligent systems,
connectivity and system-to-system communications.

 roblem primarily a software chalp
lenge. The platforms that system
designers choose need to be based
on an IT-friendly OS so they can be
securely provisioned and configured to properly authenticate and
authorize users to maintain system
integrity and maximize system
availability.

Save time and reduce cost
to market

T

National
Instruments
NI, headquartered in
Austin, Texas USA is a
producer of automated
test equipment and virtual
instrumentation software
(e.g. LabView). Applications
include data acquisition,
instrument control and
machine vision. In 2015, the
company sold products to
more than 35,000 companies with revenues of $ 1.23
billion USD. They employ
app. 7,400 people.

he consumer internet of things (CIoT) includes everything from
smart homes, mobile fitness devices and connected toys whereas the industrial internet of things (IIoT) includes smart agriculture,
smart cities, smart factories and the smart grid. This connectedness,
particularly in the industrial and consumer spaces, increases the
demands on traditional design and manufacturing test systems.
Once popular options like fixed-function, black-box instrumentation and turn-key data-logging software can’t keep up with the
number of standards, protocols and functionalities that modern
business demands. These systems of systems require software that
meets key requirements like prototype to deploy, flexibility and
decision making at the node. If you are building a system today, you
need a foundation to stand on that adapts to and even anticipates
changing system requirements. That foundation is a platformbased approach.

Cost and time to market are the
driving factors when choosing test
equipment in the consumer internet of things. Certain companies, such as those that test memory
and microcontrollers, are satisfied with fixed-functionality “big
iron” testers. But as companies innovate and rapidly evolve the
functionality of their devices, they need a smarter automated test
equipment (ATE) platform that can productively scale with that innovation. With a platform-based approach, engineers can scale up
the capability of a tester by adding modules when necessary, which
eliminates the high cost of retooling the hardware or rewriting the
lowest levels of software.

Connected IIoT systems need the flexibility to evolve

The mobile Internet has painted a picture of continued innovation
and inspired researchers all over the world to think beyond faster
data and greater capacity. These new networks, referred to as fifth
generation or 5G, may transform our lives and unleash enormous
economic potential. However, 5G also presents researchers with a
challenge to improve more known, but no less important, issues
such as the coverage uniformity across a served region and more
energy-efficient networks. 5G will happen and its impact will be
transformational, but researchers need to take a platform-based
approach to design and rapidly prototype their concepts faster in
order to expedite the time to market and deployment. Ultimately,
this will help unlock the full potential of the IoT.
More and more companies are adopting a smarter, platformbased approach to address the complexity challenges the IoT
brings. Ultimately, this will enable IoT systems that are adaptive,
scalable, secure and continually modified and maintained.

There are a few key things to know about a platform-based approach
and how it will enable companies to accelerate productivity, innovation and discovery in the IoT era. Developing and deploying the
systems that will make up the industrial internet of things represent
a massive investment for decades to come. The only way to meet the
needs of today and tomorrow is not by predicting the future but by
deploying a network of systems flexible enough to evolve and adapt.
This requires a platform-based approach; a single flexible hardware
architecture deployed across many applications removes a substantial amount of the hardware complexity and makes each new
Author: Ray Almgren is Vice
President of Marketing, National
Instruments, Austin, Texas

Internet for everyone requires a platform-based
approach

Photographs: National Instruments

www.ni.com

NI Trend Watch 2016 explores
the IoT and the explosion of Data
The third annual report of National Instruments examines
a range of topics focused on the Internet of Things and its
impact on how we manage data – from the consumerization of software to prototyping 5G to make it a reality.
www.ni.com/pdf/company/en/Trend_Watch_IIOT.pdf
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Innovations in automation
connectivity and control devices
After decades of incremental evolution in the world
of industrial automation, we’re now in the midst of a
rapid-fire release of new products featuring innovative
technologies and approaches. A prime example of this
exciting time for the industrial automation industry
is global automation systems component provider,
Murrelektronik’s recent release of several products as
well as its foray into the U.S. manufacturing market.

A

fter recently investing in a new production facility located in
Suwanee --a suburb of Atlanta, Georgia -- Murrelektronik has
begun manufacturing M8 and M12 cordsets for the first time in the
United States -- a big achievement for the German-headquartered
company with operations on every continent. The North Georgia
facility is an integral part of an expansion strategy designed to bring
key products closer to customers in the U.S., Mexico and Canada,
streamlining the production and distribution of cordsets throughout North America.

This new fully operational facility will operate several flexible
production lines, creating M8 and M12 cordsets in three colors, all
configurations and five cable types: PVC, PUR/PVC, PUR, Robotic
and TPE. Moreover, the facility will bring new production and
engineering jobs to the Atlanta area, ranging from line workers and
machine maintenance to research and development.

Delivering cutting-edge machine power
and control
Murrelektronik is currently developing its U.S.A.-based supply
chain and introducing its Mini-A cables -- marking the first time a
Murrelektronik subsidiary is launching a global product, while
answering the call to support local markets with local products.
The new Mini-A cables serve as the ideal solution for power and
control circuit connections, providing 3, 4, or 5 pole head configurations and allowing for ultimate flexibility in powering industrial
machines. Specifically designed for control and power distribution
for a variety of machines, including motors, heaters, I/O devices,
and more, the Mini-A (7/8”) 16 gauge cables carry up to 600 volts,
while 18 gauge cables carry up to 300 volts of electromotive force.
Designed to be used outside of a machine’s cabinets, Mini-A cables
have a water intrusion rating of IEC IP68. The cable range also
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The new production facility in Atlanta, GA, features two
production lines creating M8 and M12 cordsets - this is part of an
expansion strategy designed to bring key products closer to
customers in Canada, the U.S. and Mexico

includes a Tray Cable-Exposed Run TPE with FT4 flame rating, a
PVC Stoow, and a Halogen Free PUR, ensuring maximum protection from the elements.
As with other cables within the Murrelektronik family, the Mini-A
cable features couplings with both a knurled ring to allow for finger
tightening, as well as a hex nut paired with Murrelektronik’s unique
torque wrench used to ensure connectors are tightened to precisely
the right degree. The new cables also feature a bright green contact
carrier providing a visual indicator that the cables are correctly
installed and tightened. Additionally, a molding tray connects to
the Mini-A cable allowing users to seamlessly connect to a piece of
flexible conduit.

Entering the mobile market
With its recent acquisition of Data Panel -- a full service manufacturer of custom switch panels, HMI devices, I/O products and
controllers for mobile equipment -- Murrelektronik has carved its
way into the mobile market. Each company’s combined strengths
and customer centric focus now provide customers and distributors
with the quality service they have come to expect, along with
expanded product offerings; this includes electronic products and
control systems for specialty vehicle manufacturers, agricultural
machines, construction and railway equipment, rescue vehicles,
and road maintenance vehicles. Murrelektronik has a solid product
offering that will be the foundation for limitless mobile market
growth opportunities.

02 The Mini-A (7/8”)

cables are the perfect solution
for power and control circuit
connections, providing 3, 4, or 5
pole head configurations allowing
for ultimate flexibility in
powering industrial machines

About Murrelektronik
Murrelektronik, Inc. is the North American branch of
Murrelektronik GmbH, established in Oppenweiler,
Germany, in 1975. The company now occupies a leading
position in both national and international markets, with
more than 2,000 employees spread over every continent.
More than 40 years of industrial technology experience
has solidified Murrelektronik as a worldwide leader in
the manufacture of state-of-the-art technology and
custom solutions for complex automated industrial
systems, network protocols and machine connectivity.
Its Data Panel subsidiary designs and manufactures
electronic products and control systems for builders of
heavy-duty specialty vehicles.

Introducing a revolutionary product
for the mobile industry
The company wasted no time, diving headfirst into the mobile
market with the introduction of the xtreme DB, using Deutsch
connectors -- specifically designed for critical applications in harsh
environments where dust, dirt, moisture, salt, and rough terrain can
contaminate or damage electrical connections and systems.
The game-changing distribution blocks are designed to deliver
more power and better performance to mobile vehicles, providing
up to three times the current carrying capacity compared to blocks
of similar size, along with design efficiencies that will help to transform the way control systems are developed by heavy-duty vehicle
builders.
The xtreme DB block offers a higher current rating than other
blocks on the market, eight I/O ports, 16 configurable outputs
and stronger, more reliable power distribution. With Deutsch
connectivity, one xtreme DB block can do the work of multiple
ordinary blocks that use old technology which can be prone to
weak or loose connections in harsh locations. Take the rail industry for example, in one competitive application the number of
blocks required would drop from 20 to 12, with an accompanying
reduction in harness size, shorter cable runs and improved
serviceability.
Specifically designed to meet the power distribution needs of
heavy-duty vehicle manufacturers who build agricultural machines,
railway and construction equipment, trucks for fire and rescue,
road and utility maintenance, garbage collection, and other
mission specific vehicles -- the xtreme DB delivers major quality and
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The new xtreme DB provides up to three times the current carrying
capacity compared to blocks of similar size and it has designed to meet
the power distribution needs of heavy-duty vehicle manufacturers who
build e.g. agricultural machines, railway and construction equipment

 erformance improvements in a versatile solution. It’s available in
p
five configurations and utilizes J1939, the standard communications
network for sharing control and diagnostic information between
electronic control units on heavy duty and commercial vehicles.
www.murrinc.com
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Plants at the press
of a button?

About Aucotec

COMPONENTS AND SOFTWARE

Due to the rapidly growing complexity of process
engineering plants, their planning and design require
intelligent methods which are also easy to use. With
its Advanced Typical Manager, the software developer
Aucotec has created a tool that optimises the savings
potential in configuring with simple and clear
handling of variants and options.

S

imply copying a previous entire project and adapting it to individual customer requirements is still a widespread practice.
However, all errors that were eliminated during commissioning are
copied again as a result. The documentation of already delivered
projects is often only incompletely revised. Improvements are lost
in the process.
On the other hand, tested standard modules combined with an
easy-to-use option and variant management can significantly
reduce project lead times and increase the quality of plants at the
same time. “Furthermore, ready-made modules safeguard important expertise, which would otherwise remain only in the minds of
professionals,” explains Norbert Ott, product manager at Aucotec.
With quality-tested modules, it is even possible to configure plants
without detailed knowledge of electrical engineering, also with
external configurators or, for example, from SAP.
The individual components are only designed once, usually by
the development team, and are then kept in the modular engineering system for multiple reuse. Changes have only to be entered
once, and the next user can be sure of obtaining the latest version.
Thus the design department has more capacity for the rapid
processing of actual projects.
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Aucotec AG in Hanover has been developing engineering
software for 30 years for the entire life-cycle of machines,
plants and equipment and mobile systems. The solutions
extend from the process flow chart via process control
technology and electronic technology into large plant
and equipment up to the modular on-board power supply
in the automobile industry. The company now employs
over 220 people world-wide, their global market turnover
for the financial year 2014/15 was € 36 million.

Function-oriented modules instead of 1 000 
of sheets
The designing of large plants is an enormous challenge. Thousands of devices are connected to each other and are designed to
transform defined requirements into actual plant performance.
The system developer Aucotec uses these requirements as a structuring aid. Its database-driven software platform Engineering
Base (EB) relies on the functional view where such requirements
as gripping, transporting or heating are combined into functional
modules. This may be, for example, a gripper including the
control, mechanical and hydraulic engineering and software
programming, but a module can also represent smaller units such
as circuit components.
“A pump or PLC also has a function of course, but it is unsuitable
as an organising factor. If looked at in the correct light, the functional view enormously facilitates rapid implementation of the requirements of the plant in accordance with the order,” explains Ott. The
plant structure can be clearly designed with ready-made function
modules. Functions group modules comprehensively. They can be
actually ordered and their distribution can be easily and clearly
traced via management and from all users to the customer. Thus
clients and contractors speak the same language from the outset on
the subject of the order. This saves a lot of time and effort spent on
corrections, and reduces misunderstandings.

Updating effort minimised
With a function orientation where the modules do not consist of
individual devices, the configuration is based on a level higher than
the sheet level. Norbert Ott: “A function is documented in a qualitytested template in EB. This typical contains the associated sheets,
devices, cables and wires which are handled “as a whole” in their
functional context. This significantly minimises the number of
typicals and saves you from copying a project consisting of thousands of independent single sheets which cannot be continuously
maintained.” In addition, the unavoidable changes which arise in
the development process can be incorporated at any time without
having to undo the customizations that were already created up to
that point.

Mastering innumerable variants and options
Convenient variant and option management is essential in order to
be able to configure really efficiently, and not too roughly or in too
much detail. Options, thus possible extensions of a standard
module, can be stored separately as circuit components in EB using
the Advanced Typical Manager, for example, a backward circuit for
a conveyor belt or a frequency converter for variable speed. The
otherwise necessary variants of sheets with all possible combinations of options for one engine are thus a thing of the past. In the
event of changes, you swap only the optional circuit component
instead of “drowning” in variants and options.

Everything under control
Variants are the feasible combinations of options. They can be
stored as separate templates in EB’s database. This allows you to
avoid the still common, but impractical defining of complicated
sets of rules as to which combinations are possible or permitted. “In
automotive engineering, for example, it makes no sense to maintain
the “sunroof” option for the “convertible” variant. Instead of explaining something like this extensively and hoping for compliance
with the rules, there are simply no such variants in EB,” says Product
Manager Ott. Variants can also result from different dimensions or

T

he individual components are
only projected once, usually
from the development and are then
kept in the “building block” of the
engineering systems for the large
number of re-uses. Changes only
need to be input once and the next
user safely receives information in
its latest status. In this way the
construction division keeps
more capacity free for the
speedy completion of
real projects.
Norbert Ott,
Product Manager, Aucotec

Convenient variant and option management is essential in order to be
able to configure really efficiently: all logic is stored in the respective
typicals in the Advanced Typical Manager

manufacturers and are also available as quality-tested modules in
EB. All logic is also stored in the respective typicals in the Advanced
Typical Manager.

Documentation at the press of a button
Plant engineers are free to choose their own method because the
module allows both the creation of a basic maximum project
according to the entire design space concept, and the additive
approach where a plant is in principle unlimited and can be gradually extended and become more detailed. The entire design space
concept makes sense, for example, for an extensively well-defined

The idea of configuring is a decisive step towards
more efficiency in engineering
standard machine. A plant with conveyor belts that can be virtually
expanded at will would be typical of the additive approach. Even
combinations of both approaches are possible with this databasedriven engineering system and its Typical Manager if, for example,
a common module is added to several rows of standard machines.
The type and structuring level of the typicals can be freely selected,
depending on the complexity of the project. Whether “heating” or
“measuring” is involved, the difference is only in its complexity, and
EB gives the user free rein.
Regardless of the method used, the module significantly reduces
the number of typicals. “Customers who already use it say they are
reduced by at least one-third,” reports Norbert Ott. According to
him, control costs and errors are thus also minimised, and document quality is improved significantly. If all functions which can be
ordered are preconfigured in the EB database, Ott is of the opinion
that the Advanced Typical Manager will provide yet another level of
configuration: based on the functions requested by the customer,
which are perfectly comprehensible, it enables the documentation
of the entire plant virtually at the press of a button - without detailed
knowledge of electrical engineering.
Photographs: teaser fotolia, others aucotec

www.aucotec.com
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Smooth inline quality control
Manfred Pfadt

MACHINE VISION

On the basis of increased quality and cost pressures,
inline inspection of product quality has become an
integral part of quality control. This is particularly true
in plastics processing and injection moulding, where
defect detection and colour control of components are
important aspects of the production cycle. Both can be
inspected directly and fully automatically during
production by using appropriate sensor technology.

H

ow do you achieve 100 % inline control? This question can be
answered concisely. Different inspection techniques can be
skilfully combined, enabling easy, flawless in-process monitoring.
In injection moulding, for example, the industrial thermoImager
TIM 160 or TIM 400 infrared camera and the colorControl ACS7000
inline colour measurement system, both products from Micro-
Epsilon, can be combined to measure and inspect during production. Here, a component is conveyed directly in front of the thermoImager TIM infrared camera during the production process.
Modern injection moulding systems are normally equipped with an
automatic handling system for removal and storage of components.
The positioning of the component enables a precise time window to
be met when recording thermographic images. This ensures that
the thermographic images from one video image to another can be
compared. During automatic removal of the components, a “good/
bad” component decision must be made within a short time frame.
The aim here is to prevent problems that may disrupt further
processing and to take any corrective measures as quickly as possible,
to avoid any unnecessary additional costs.

Defect detection using infrared radiation

About Micro-Epsilon
The medium-sized family-run company, founded
around 48 years ago, covers sensors for the measurement
of distance and displacement, sensors for IR temperature
measurement and colour detection, as well as systems
for dimensional measurement and defect detection. The
company has about 900 employees worldwide.
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The inline thermography system detects variations in quality by
using an infrared camera. It records the entire component in up
to six different views and examines it. The principle is simple: a
thermoImager TIM 160 or TIM 400 miniature thermal imaging
camera records the infrared radiation emanating from the workpiece and visualises it. The temperature distribution provides a
Author: Dipl.-Ing. Manfred Pfadt, Sensor Product Manager, Micro-Epsilon
Messtechnik GmbH & Co.KG, Ortenburg, Germany

global quality statement about incorrect temperature control of the
workpiece, malfunction of the tool temperature, visible geometry
errors and hidden defects. As the first good component is detected
reliably immediately after restart, the system minimises start-up
rejects following periods of downtime or tool replacement. Evaluation occurs during idle times between two image shots. The software displays the reference image, the IR image of the component
and the difference between the two images. The identified temperature differences provide the basis for a good/bad decision. Temperature alarm limits can be freely specified using the operating
software. The SKZ (Süddeutsches Kunststoff Zentrum, Southern
German Plastics Centre) and several industry partners developed
this software together. Defective components can be sorted and
removed depending on these settings.
Furthermore, the operator can for example be warned of any
errors by an indicator display or in extreme cases, the machine can
be switched off. The limit values for different components can be
stored in a component database and retrieved from there. In addition to the immediate sorting of components, an IR image of each
shot is stored on the hard drive or network drive. This helps to
provide 100 % traceability of components, which is often required.
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The standard sensor
ACS1 is used for common
measuring tasks

Full control and high inline quality

Sensors for any material

If the thermoImager verifies a “good” component, its colour is then
inspected directly using the inline colorControl ACS 7000 system.
To date, 100 % automatic (inline) control has not been possible.
However, Micro-Epsilon has now made this possible. Up to now, it
has only been possible to measure random samples of cooled parts.
Fluctuations in temperature, known as “thermochromism”, cause
changes in the colour of parts. This problem is particularly noticeable with red dyes, which makes it difficult to differentiate the
colours. Even with a temperature difference of just 20 °C, colour
deviations of more than 2 ΔE units can occur depending on the
colouring. In plastic injection moulding, the exact colour shade of
the products is important, particularly in the automotive industry,
where customers do not tolerate any errors.

The colorControl ACS7000 optical measurement system is unique.
It provides three different sensor heads for different measurement
tasks. For structured, highly reflective and shiny metallic surfaces,
as in the example, a 360 ° circular sensor is the most suitable one. In
the sensor, 24 lighting optics are arranged in a circular fashion
around the receiving optics, providing continuous lighting that
allows measurements to be carried out regardless of the angular
position of the target object. For colour measurements on matt and
fine-structured materials, the standard sensor is preferred. The
transmitter and the receiver inside the sensor are arranged at an
angle of 30 °/0° or 45 °/0 ° to each other.

Full control with high precision measurement
In the future, absolute control of each stage of the production
process will be even more important than it is today. Industry faces
increasing quality requirements and price competition. 100 % inline
control is now possible using technology from Micro-Epsilon in
order to solve difficult, unusual measurement tasks for parameters
such as displacement, distance, position, colour and temperature.
In plastics processing and injection moulding, 100 % control of
quality can be achieved by combining the thermoImager TIM 160
or TIM 400 with the colorControl ACS7000 inline colour measurement system, which enables the detection of defective parts and
incorrect colours, one after another directly in the production
process. The faster the component or colour error can be recognised, the faster you can react. As a result, high rejection rates can
be avoided and costs minimised. Not only do systems now exist for
inline inspection tasks, but also individual solutions can now be
custom-engineered for special measurement applications.
Photographs: Micro-Epsilon Messtechnik

www.micro-epsilon.com
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The thermoImager TIM 400 infrared camera offers high optical
resolution of 382 x 288 pixels
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Temperature guns versus
thermal imaging technology

About Flir
Flir systems, based in Oregon,
United States of America, is one
of the largest companies in the
world specializing in the design
and manufacturing of thermal
imaging cameras, components
and imaging sensors. The
company has more than 3,215
(2011) employees worldwide and
an annual revenue of $ 1.5 billion
US-$ (2015).

The Flir T1K thermal camera brings true HD
infrared to a handheld camera

Joachim Sarfels

MACHINE VISION

Thermal imaging cameras and spot pyrometers are
used for non-contact temperature measurements in
companies all over the world. Both cameras work
according to the same principle; they detect infrared
radiation and translate it into a temperature reading.
Thermal cameras however, have a lot of advantages
compared to spot pyrometers.

T

he spot pyrometer is also known as temperature gun or infrared
thermometer. Because it works according to the same physical
principle as a thermal camera, a spot pyrometer can be seen as a
thermal camera with only one pixel. Such a tool can be very useful
for many tasks, but because it only measures the temperature of one
single spot the operator can easily miss crucial information. The
high temperature of certain critical components that are near failue
and need repair might go unnoticed.
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Use thousands of spot pyrometers at the same time
A thermal imaging camera also provides non contact temperature
readings, just like a spot pyrometer does. Unlike a spot pyrometer
thermal imaging cameras produce not one, but thousands of temperature readings at the same time, one for each pixel in the thermal
image. Using one thermal imaging camera therefore corresponds to
thousands of spot pyrometer measurements.
The Flir E40sc thermal imaging camera has an image resolution
of 160 × 120 pixels, resulting in 19,200 temperature readings at a
glance. The Flir T1030sc, one of the top models for industrial R&D/
Science applications, has an image resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels,
giving you 786,432 temperature readings at once.

See the heat
A thermal imaging camera not only gives thousands of temperature
readings, it also translates these readings into a thermal image. This

Author: Joachim Sarfels, Flir Systems GmbH, R&D-Science Division, Area
Sales Manager Central Europe

conversion into an image results in a complete overview over the inspected equipment and allows the operator to immediately see small
hot spots that would be easily missed with a spot pyrometer. Using a
thermal imaging camera also saves time. Scanning large areas with
many components using a spot pyrometer is a very time consuming
task, because you have to scan every component separately. A thermal imaging camera can be used to check heat dissipation on printed circuit boards, to do quality checks or inspect thermal impact in
the automotive sector, or to do failure analysis in the lab.
Another advantage of thermal imaging cameras compared to
temperature guns is that they can accurately measure temperatures
from larger distances. The distance at which a certain spot pyrometer is able to measure a target of a given size is often described with
the “Distance to spot size ratio” (D:S) or ‘Spot Size Ratio’ (SSR). But
where does that value come from and what does it stand for?
The ‘spot size’ of a spot pyrometer is the smallest area that still can
be measured accurately with the device. That means that the object
of which you want to measure the temperature, also referred to as
the target, needs to cover the entire spot size. The infrared radiation
that is emitted by the target passes through the spot pyrometer’s optics and is projected onto the detector. If the object is smaller than
the spot size, the detector will also be hit by parts of the radiation
coming from the object’s surroundings. Hence, the device will not
read the object’s temperature only but a mixture of the temperatures of the object and its surroundings.
The farther away you hold the spot pyrometer from the object that
you want to measure, the larger the spot size will become, due to the
nature of optics. Consequently, the smaller the target, the closer you
need to hold the spot pyrometer in order to accurately measure its
temperature. It is therefore very important to keep an eye on the
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A temperature gun
measures the temperature
of one spot
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The thermal imaging
camera FLIR E40sc measures the
temperature of 19,200 spots

How to calculates the spot size
In the situation where a thermal imaging camera is used to measure
the temperature of a certain target we assume that the distance to
the target equals the radius of the circle and we also consider the
target to be rather flat. Since the viewing angle of a single detector
element is small, we can assume that the tangent of this angle is
approximately equal to its value in radian.

Innovative thermal cameras bring
true HD infrared to a handheld camera
spot size and make sure that you stand close enough to cover the
entire spot size with the target, preferably even a bit closer to create
a safety margin.
The Spot Size Ratio defines a spot pyrometer’s spot size for any
given distance to the target. If the SSR of a spot pyrometer is 1:30, for
instance, this means that the temperature of a spot with a size of
1 cm in diameter can be accurately measured at a distance of 30 cm.
The temperature of a spot having a size of 4 cm can be measured
from a distance of 120 cm (1.2 meters). Most spot pyrometers have
an SSR between 1:5 and 1:50. This means that most spot pyrometers
can measure the temperature of a target of 1 centimeter in diameter
from a distance of 5 - 50 cm.

Spot size ratio of a thermal imaging camera
Thermal imaging cameras are very similar to spot pyrometers in
that infrared radiation is projected onto a detector matrix, with each
single pixel in the image corresponding to a temperature measurement. Thermal imaging camera producers usually do not specify
SSR values to describe the spatial resolution of their products; but
use instead the Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV). The IFOV is
defined as the field of view of a single detector element of the
camera’s detector array.
Theoretically the IFOV directly determines the spot size ratio of a
thermal imaging camera. As the infrared radiation that is emitted by
the target passes through the optics and is projected on the detector, the projected infrared radiation should completely cover at least
one detector element, which corresponds to one pixel in the thermal image. So in theory covering one pixel in the thermal image
should be sufficient to ensure correct temperature measurements.

All the latest CMOS Global Shutter
on one camera platform

t the
Checekatouures!
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• Small & robust Housing 29mm x 29mm
• Fast & easy to connect via
GigE Vision & USB3 Vision
• Sensors with up to 12 MP
• Full interface speed utilization with all sensors
• Customization and development for all models

www.smartek.vision
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Thermal imaging cameras allow you
to 'see' the heat

MULTIMEDIA CONTENT

External Video:
Outstanding infrared performance
http://bit.ly/2aUFhuv

Therefore, the spot size calculates as IFOV (in mrad) divided by 1000
and multiplied by the distance to the target:
 IFOV 
Spot Size = 
 x Distance to target
 1000 

(1)

Where the spot size and distance to target are expressed in cm
and IFOV in mrad. For a distance of 100 cm and an IFOV of 1 mrad
the spot size would be 0.1 cm. If a spot size of 0.1 cm can be measured at a distance of 100 cm, then the distance at which a spot size
of 1 cm can be measured is 1 000 cm. This means that the spot size
ratio is 1:1 000.
If we put the above calculations into a formula to express the SSR
as 1 : x, with 1 standing for the spot size and x for the distance, then
the formula for x would be as follows (the IFOV is expressed in
mrad):

MACHINE VISION

Ideal and real optics
Using the formula you can calculate that a camera with an IFOV of
1.4 mrad will have a theoretical SSR of 1:714, so in theory you should
be able to measure an object of 1 cm in diameter at a distance of
more than 7 meters. However, as was stated previously this theoretical value does not correspond to real life situation, because it does
not take into account the fact that real life optics are never completely perfect. The lens that projects the infrared radiation onto the
detector can cause dispersion and other forms of optical aberration.
You can never be sure that your target is exactly projected onto one
single detector element. Projected infrared radiation can also ‘spill
over’ from neighbor detector elements. In other words: the temperature of the surfaces surrounding the target might influence the
temperature reading.
Just like with a spot pyrometer, where the target should not only
cover the spot size entirely but should also cover a safety margin
around the spot size, it is advisable to employ a safety margin when
using a microbolometer thermal imaging camera for temperature
measurements. This safety margin is captured in the term Measurement Field of View (MFOV). The MFOV describes the real measurement spot size of a thermal camera, in other words: the smallest
measureable area for correct temperature readings. It is usually
expressed as a multitude of the IFOV, the field of view of a single
pixel. A commonly used guideline for microbolometer cameras is
that the target needs to cover an area at least 3 times the IFOV to
take into account optical aberrations. This means that in the thermal image the target should not only cover one pixel, which in an
ideal situation would have been sufficient for the measurement, but
also the pixels around it.
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Detect temperatures from a distance
Even when the factor of ideal versus realistic optics is taken into
account the difference between thermal imaging cameras and spot
pyrometers in measuring distance is huge. Most spot pyrometers
cannot be held any farther away than 10 to 50 cm, assuming a 1 cm
target. Most thermal imaging cameras can accurately measure the
temperature of a target of this size (1 cm) from several meters away.
Even the Flir E40 thermal imaging camera, with an IFOV of
2.72 mrad, can measure the temperature of a spot of this size (1 cm)
from more than 120 centimeters away. The Flir T1030sc thermal
imaging camera, one of Flir’s most advanced models for industrial
inspections, can measure temperature of a target of this size at a
distance of more than seven meters with a standard 28 ° lens.
These values are calculated assuming that the standard lens is used.
Many of the more advanced thermal imaging cameras feature interchangeable lenses. When a different lens is used this changes the
IFOV, which in turn affects the spot size ratio. For the Flir T1030sc thermal imaging camera, for instance, Flir not only offers the standard 28 °
lens, but also a 12 ° telephoto lens. With this lens, the IFOV of a Flir
T1030sc thermal imaging camera is 0.20 mrad. With this lens, the
same thermal imaging camera can accurately measure the temperature of the same size target from a distance of almost 17 meters.

See whether you need to move in closer
Thermal imaging cameras clearly outperform spot pyrometers
when it comes to the SSR values, but the SSR values only refer to the
distance from which an accurate temperature measurement can be
made. In real life detecting a hot spot does not always require an
accurate temperature reading. The hot spot can be discernible in
the thermal image even when the target covers only one pixel in the
thermal image. The temperature reading might not be perfect, but
the hot spot is detected and the operator can move closer to make
sure that the target covers more pixels in the thermal image, ensuring that the temperature reading is correct. Spot pyrometers also
have challenges with measuring temperature on small objects. This
capability is increasingly important for electronics inspection.

Conclusion
As devices continue to get faster in processing speed, yet are
required to fit into smaller packages, finding ways to dissipate the
heat and identify hot spots is a real problem. A temperature gun can
effectively detect and measure temperature, but its spot size is
simply too large. However, thermal cameras with close-up optics
can focus down to less than 5 μm per pixel spot size. This allows engineers and technicians to make measurements on a very small scale.
www.flir.com

Visions for the future
Whether on land, in water or in air, industrial image
processing has managed to reach virtually every sector
imaginable. Nevertheless, the manufacturers in this
industry segment are largely unknown to the public,
staying behind the scenes as the provider of the
technology in the final products. One such “hidden
champion” is Matrix Vision.

W

hen Gerhard Thullner and Werner Armingeon set up the
company on June 24th 1986, little did they know that 30 years
later they would have close to 100 employees and a depth and
breadth of technological expertise that is unusual in the industry.
The young company did not begin with image processing directly.
Rather, at the start it developed software for atomic absorption
spectrometers.
In the early years of the PC, Atari products were very popular with
early adopters like universities, and among users with graphics-
related tasks. Thullner and Armingeon had their first business
ventures in this field and developed a graphic controller for largescreen Atari computers. Matrix Vision became the global market
leader with the Atari graphic controller. They briefly debated whether
to apply their graphic controller expertise to the booming PC
market. However, there were already established companies in the
PC market, so that the company started developing frame grabbers
for industrial applications. With these electronic components that
are used to digitize analog video signals, the company had entered
the still-young image processing sector.

From smart cameras to letter sorting systems
This move opened up a new area for Armingeon who felt that the
standard image processing solution, comprising a frame grabber,
camera and PC, was too complex and unreliable. By integrating all
the components into a single product, the smart camera was born.
This idea became the foundation for many solutions based on smart
cameras, such as traffic flow surveillance in Great Britain; smart
sewing machines, glass lens grinding machines and letter sorting
systems in France.

More than 210 camera versions
Once interfaces such as USB and Ethernet had become established
on the market, standard cameras joined frame grabbers in the company’s standard product line in 2004. Today, Matrix Vision has a
portfolio of over 210 camera versions, which have secured a firm
position on the market thanks to the special features they offer. For
example, the FPGA used in all the cameras performs a whole range
of processing jobs, thereby reducing the load on the host system.
The internal image memories ensure reliable image transmission
without any data loss. All of these features are requirements that
have become increasingly important in recent years with regard to
green automation and continuous process monitoring.

Image processing in agricultural applications
Everyone’s going organic. The demand for organic produce has
increased enormously in recent years. Many conventional methods,
such as the use of pesticides and herbicides, are not permitted in

the cultivation and production of organic products. For cost
reasons, however, manual labor - such as in the case of weeding - is
not an option. A French startup company uses Matrix Vision cameras for autonomous weeding robots. The cameras give the robots
three-dimensional vision so they can make their way through the
rows of plants on their own.

New innovations
In 2015 the company received an innovation award for the innovative mvBlueSirius 6D industrial camera which, in addition to
capturing static 3D data, also perceives the movement and color of
objects in a room. Marking its 30th anniversary, the company
achieved its next masterstroke in early 2016 with the mvBlueGemini
smart camera. Featuring mvImpact Configuration Studio software,
the smart camera has become an easy-to-use but powerful component for automation. The software opens up the world of image
processing both to users without programming knowledge and
developers without image processing knowledge. In the context of
Industry 4.0, in which industrial image processing plays a key role,
smart cameras can now be easily integrated into an automation
solution as complex programming tasks are now a thing of the past.
This is very much in keeping with the company’s slogan celebrating
30 years of Matrix Vision – “We Change Your Vision”.
Photographs: Matrix Vision

www.matrix-vision.com

About Matrix Vision
Matrix Vision develops components and customised
solutions for industrial image processing and is one of
the leading companies in this field. The focus is on the
distribution of digital and intelligent cameras for various
sectors of manufacturing and non-manufacturing
industries. Based on 30 years of experience as a vision
technology pioneer and currently backed by almost
100 employees, Matrix Vision is shaping the industrial
image processing future as an active member of the
GigE-Vision, the USB3 Vision and the GenICam standard
commitees.
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RFID reader – compact and flexible
With a compact cast aluminum housing and rugged M12
connectors built in, the Ha-VIS RF-R300 mid-range UHF
RFID reader from Harting has been designed for extremely
reliable, long-lasting performance in rough environments in
warehousing,
transportation,
manufacturing and
more. By employing
the RF-R300 in its
RFID data network, a
user can pinpoint
precisely which loads
are on conveyor belts, which products are on the assembly
line or which train is at the platform. The RFID reader has
Power over Ethernet (PoE) and eight configurable IOs. It
boasts a maximum UHF output power of 500 mW at its two
antenna ports, and supports several UHF antenna types, both
standard ones as well as unique products like Harting’s
flexible, traveling wave, Ha-VIS locfield.
www.harting.com

PRODUCT NEWS

Process and program controller
in the Profinet World
With the Jumo Dicon touch two-channel process
and program controller, the measuring and control
technology specialist is now taking its first steps in
the Profinet
world. In
addition to
the existing
RS422/
RS485
Modbus
RTU,
Ethernet,
and Profibus
DP interfaces, the Dicon touch can now be connected and
communicate with a Profinet controller. For this
purpose the process and program controller uses a
Profinet interface with integrated two-port switch,
which enables simple line structures to be set up.
The modular hardware concept of the device touch
enables a high level of flexibility that makes it
suitable for a wide variety of applications.
www.jumo.net

Photoelectric sensors specifically
for the US Market
Pepperl+Fuchs introduces the R103 series, which
complements the successful new generation of
compact photoelectric sensors already on the market,
R100 and R101. The design employs an assembly
concept widespread in the USA with an M18 thread
on the front. The sensor delivers all the benefits of
future-oriented product architecture: Thru-beam sensors,
retroreflective sensors, foreground suppression or for the
detection of transparent objects,
energetic triangulation sensors
including with background
suppression, and measuring
photoelectric sensors and
distance sensors — the entire
range of potential sensor versions
is incorporated into an identical housing. All sensor
variants have IO-Link as standard and are thus well
equipped for communication capability in the upper
fieldbus levels. Whether it is used for parameterization, for diagnostics, or for maintenance tasks, IO-Link
enables all R103 sensors in the field of a Smart Factory
to communicate from the control level.
www.pepperl-fuchs.com

Non-contact temperature measurement
made in Germany
Optris has established itself as one of the leading manufacturers of
non-contact temperature measurement equipment. At the MDA
North America @ IMTS –
Chicago, Optris displays their
innovative infrared products.
The product range consists of
both portable and stationary
infrared thermometers and
online infrared cameras for
thermographic real time
analyses. The company also
supplies accessory components, to enable all measurement devices to be used cross-industrially
in almost all areas of application. Optris products are developed and
produced in Germany to ensure the highest standards in quality.
www.optris.com
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Weld-immune IO-Link designed for extreme environments
Balluff offers a new family of network modules designed for the extreme conditions of a welding environment. These weld-immune modules made of fiberglass reinforced plastic reliably resist weld splatter,
welding currents and electromagnetic noise fields and ensure reliable signal transmission in spite of
ambient electrical disturbances. The family includes IO-Link masters and IO-Link sensor/actuator hubs
with 8 IO-Link ports each for 16 in- and outputs. These
will accommodate IO-Link as well as digital and
intelligent complex devices. Each input on the IO-Link
master is short-circuit protected and each output
protected from overload. The in- and outputs on the hubs
are freely configurable. Also available are hubs with an
expansion port. For the user this means a significant gain
in flexibility and efficiency. Now it is possible not only to
cost-effectively process additional in- and outputs, but
also expand the range to a circle of another 20 m.
www.balluff.com

RFID antenna for challenging
wireless environments
With the Simatic RF680A, Siemens is offering an adaptive
antenna for its RF650R, RF680R und RF685R UHF readers.
The variable-polarization antenna (linear or circular)
simplifies the commissioning and planning of
RFID applications, and
the automatic antenna
adjustment facility
makes for increased read
and write reliability.
These benefits create
enormous flexibility for
users in production and logistics, as it is frequently not
possible to know during the planning phase whether
linear or circular polarizing antennas will be required. The
RF650R and RF680R readers have ports for four external
antennas, allowing the implementation of four read
points. In conjunction with the RF685R, two read points
are possible. Both new antennas share the same high
protection rating (IP65) and compact dimensions (198 ×
198 × 60 mm) as well as an extensive temperature range
(-25 to +75 °C). The wide transmission frequency range of
865 to 928 MHz allows both devices to be used with the
utmost flexibility anywhere in the world.
www.siemens.com

Cable entry systems – easy
to install and flexible
The cable entry systems KEL-U and KEL-ER
from icotek enable the user to enter, seal and
provide strain relief for cables with and without connectors as well as for hoses and
conduits from 2 up to 35 mm diameter. The
key feature of icotek’s patented system is the
split frame and slit grommets which provide
quick, convenient and cost effective routing
of pre-terminated and multi-conductor
cables, hoses or conduits. The split frame
and slit grommets alleviate the need to cut
and rewire pre-terminated cables. Cables,
pipes and conduits with various diameters
can be routed due to large variety of slit
grommets. Correctly sizing the grommet to
the cable diameter ensures a high degree of
protection (up to IP65/NEMA type 4X) and
provides strain relief. All materials are
halogen- and silicone-free of course and
have a fire protection class UL94 V0- self-
extinguishing.
www.icotek.com
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